Dogs in Odor – Lottery Process
Working dog spots will be awarded based on a lottery process for those that have signed up for the Saturday
Lecture/video “Dogs in Odor” and the additional working day option of Sunday. A waitlist will also be
established based on all teams that have registered for this option.
Sign up for The Dogs in Odor lecture/video presentation and the Working Spot Lottery for Sunday Nov 3rd.
If you are not chosen for a working spot then you may audit Sunday for no additional charge or receive a
refund of $50.
** To work a dog on Sunday attendance of the Dogs in Odor Lecture is required.
** Lottery will occur 60 days prior to event at the end of Early bird pricing. Handlers will be contacted at
that time with a confirmation email.
If you are chosen for a working spot then there will be an additional $100 working fee.

REMINDER for the Working Dog Spots:
* Participating dogs should be on all three odors; A title is not required, but because the purpose of the
working day is illustrate dogs working odor challenges based on “Dogs in Odor”. Dogs should be very driven,
resilient to challenging environments, should have STRONG desire to hunt for odor - meaning the drive to
odor/source should override most other aspects of the environment, and be comfortable being around a large
group of people.
* All trial levels will be considered for the working day – as there will be a variety of challenges presented over
the day to give the broadest examples in relation to the “Dogs in Odor” theme.
* Dogs who have less experience or understanding of odor or who can become easily distracted by the
environment would not be well suited for a working spot.
* Additionally, dogs who are environmentally sensitive or reactive/aggressive with people or more than mildly
reactive with other dogs would not be well suited for this type of format.
* Only one dog/handler team will be selected but you may submit more than one of your dogs for
consideration.
* Dogs will need to be comfortable crated in a kennel or staying in the car. Please bring bedding, cool covers,
pop-ups, fans or whatever your dog needs to be made comfortable and cool/warm enough in between
working exercises.
* Dogs must be able to stay quietly in their vehicles out of sight from their handlers.
If you have questions about the suitability of your dog for this seminar please contact Jason at
jason@hengten.com

